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About Statewide Codes and Standards Program
The California Statewide Codes & Standards Program offers free training, tools and resources designed to
improve compliance with the state’s energy code. The program aims to advance the adoption and effective
implementation of energy efficiency measures and building practices to lock in long-term energy savings.
The program is funded by California utility customers under the auspices of the California Public Utilities
Commission and implemented by Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Diego Gas and Electric, Southern
California Edison and Southern California Gas Company in support of the California Energy Commission.
Legal Notice
The documentation contained in this report was prepared by Architectural Energy Corporation on behalf of the
Statewide Codes & Standards Program. Neither Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Diego Gas and Electric,
Southern California Gas Company, Southern California Edison nor any of their employees makes any warranty,
express of implied; or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of
any data, information, method, product, policy or process disclosed in this document; or represents that its use
will not infringe any privately owned rights, including, but not limited to, patents, trademarks, or copyrights.
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Program Overview & Objective
California has set ambitious, but achievable, energy efficiency goals. Achieving those goals will require both
aggressive energy efficiency codes and effective compliance. Although building departments across the state
are likely heeding the growing interest in energy
efficiency and giving greater emphasis to enforcing
Title 24, diminishing department budgets and an
Program Objective
increasingly complex code tend to work against
The objective of this Program is to discover
their efforts.
and design Title 24 compliance process Best
Practices that may increase the energy
The Program activities accomplished during 2011 &
savings that can be achieved through
2012 (summarized in the Dec 2012 Program report
building
department efforts. By learning of
at www.T24Ace.com) along with the activities in
Title 24 compliance process best practices
process for 2013/2014 are meant to help bridge
and gaps from representative building
the gap from efficiency policy to successful, on-thedepartments,
improvements to current
ground implementation for building departments
practices can be made through the delivery
statewide. From previous work, the primary
of tools and resources making the
compliance roadblocks are understood and
compliance
process easier and less costly.
documented. The current Program phase is
focused on providing building departments with
tools and resources to enhance best practices and
eliminate these roadblocks.

Summary of 2013, 2014 Activities
Throughout 2013, the Best Practices Program completed activities working towards a statewide launch during
2014 for a preliminary set of tools and resources. These initial tools and resources address some of the most
pervasive gaps encountered during the first phase of the Program. A high level summary of these activities
include:
2013 Activities|


Selection of tools to be further developed based on feedback from building depts. during the 2012 pilot



Development of “2008 version” of these tools, based on 2008 Standards



Soft launch of the “2008 version” tools with partner building departments



Development of “2013 version” of these tools, based on 2013 Standards



Development of metrics and launch plans for Statewide launch of “2013 version” tools



Collaboration with team members including IOU Statewide C&S Team, CEC, CIAG, training and outreach
consultants & partner building departments
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During 2014, activities will be completed to launch the initial set of tools to building departments statewide.
2014 Activities|


Present “2013 version” tools to building departments through ICC Chapter meetings during Q1



Support building departments in their launch and implementation of the tools



Gather metrics to understand whether the tool objectives are being achieved



Continue collaboration with team members including IOU Statewide C&S Team, CEC, CIAG, training and
outreach consultants & partner building departments



Make recommendations for Program “next steps”

Initial Set of Tools and Resources
The following pages describe the tools and resources that were developed in collaboration with the partner
building departments during 2013. The building departments were consulted during the conceptual phase for
each tool in order to gather user input.

Collaboration Makes Better Tools!
In addition to working with the partner building departments, the Best Practices team worked closely with
the CEC and other industry experts to vet each tool and coordinate compliance improvement activities.
The CEC’s Standards Implementation team played a vital role in the development of the tools and resources,
and the Best Practices team will continue this collaboration to create additional tools and resources to
increase compliance.
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Forms Ace Tool

Target Users

Gaps/ Best
Practices*

a) Building Department (BD) Counter staff
b) Addition/ alteration (add/alt) contractors
c) Homeowners
a) BD counter staff overloaded
b) Industry confusion on which forms are required (primarily add/ alts)
c) Smaller industry players not knowledgable about T24 process and requirements
(ex: HERS process, documentation process, etc.)
d) BDs don't know what compliance documentation is required for alts (Source: CIAG
whitepaper #8)

Problem
Statement

Tool Objective

Short
Description

There is confusion by both permit applicants and permit reviewers (ie, BDs)
surrounding what compliance documentation is needed for alterations and
additions. This results in valuable time being used by both the applicants and BDs
to simply identify what documentation is to be completed as opposed to
demonstrating and verifying compliance with T24, Part 6.
The objective of this tool is to offload some of the administrative responsibilities of
the BD Counter tech, so that their time can be spent verifying compliance, as
opposed to directing people to the required compliance documentation for T24,
Part 6. The tool focuses on additions and alterations, as our needs assessment
showed this was the primary area of confusion.
The Forms Ace is a web tool which identifies the Title 24, Part 6 compliance
documents that are relevant dependent on the user’s input of add/ alt project
scope information. The Forms Ace outputs a checklist to guide the user through the
submission of required compliance documentation. It also identifies whether or
not the project requires HERS forms to be submitted, indicating a HERS Rater is
necessary. The 2008 version of the tool is available at www.T24Ace.com. The 2013
version will launch during January of 2014.

Primary Metric
(completed by
Counter Tech)

Percentage of their total time the permit counter tech spends explaining (or
reasearching) what Title 24, Part 6 compliance documentation should be submitted
for a customer. We are looking to cut this time in half (or less). This metric could be
measured using a before and after survey completed by the permit counter tech.

Example
Primary Metric

If the permit counter tech spends 5% of their time at the counter explaining or
researching what T24, Part 6 compliance documentation is required, we are hoping
to cut that down to 2.5% of their total time.
a) Number of tool uses (trending) starting at statewide tool launch in Jan 2014
b) Number of "email" or "print" hits (trending) starting at statewide tool launch in
Jan 2014
c) Number of saved projects (trending) starting at statewide tool launch Jan 2014

Secondary
Metrics

*The Gaps/ Best Practices outlined above came from the 2012 Best Practices Study, unless otherwise specified.
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SAVE FUNCTION

GLOSSARY FUNCTION

TOOL CAPABILITY| The screenshot above shows the tool’s Project Components tab, where the user answers a
series of Yes or No questions about their project scope, which allows the tool to drill down to what Title 24, Part
6 documentation is relevant to their project. There is a glossary function for some of the more technical terms
that are defined by the code. There is also a save function that allows EDR registered users to save their
projects and revisit the Forms Ace later if there is a scope change.
The tool is very brief and concise, allowing the user to go from basic project information to a list of required
documentation in less than ten minutes. The “2008 version” of the Forms Ace tool is live at
www.energycodeace.com. The “2013 version” will go live in January 2014.
Improving building performance since 1982
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TOOL OUTPUT| Based on the user’s answers to the questions in the tool, the output allows the BD counter staff,
homeowner or contractor to understand steps for energy code compliance (including when a HERS rater is
required), and required Part 6 documentation. The screenshot below shows part of the tool output. The user
can save their project and access the output via the EDR website, or they can print or email the output to
themselves as a .pdf file. The Forms Ace tool output includes the following sections:


Compliance Process Summary This brief summary walks the user through the compliance process, from
the design phase through permit final. This section also outlines three project phases (permit
application and plan review, construction inspection & installation certificate verification, and
acceptance testing) so that the user can understand what forms are required during which phase of the
project. If the tool determines a HERS Rater needs to be involved in the project, that is indicated in this
section.



Forms Summary The Forms Summary section (screen shot below) shows the compliance documentation
that is required based on user inputs. Each form listed shows the project phase in which the form
should be completed, and also includes a hyperlink to open a .pdf of the blank form.



Project Summary The Project Summary section includes contact information for the appropriate
permitting jurisdiction, as well as a summary of all the project information provided to the tool.
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Reference Ace Tool

Target Users
Gaps/ Best
Practices*
Problem
Statement

Tool Objective

Short
Description

Primary Metric
(Completed by
Plans
Examiners)
Example
Primary Metric
Secondary
Metrics

a) Plans Examiners
b) Energy Consultants
c) Designers
a) BD staff overloaded
b) Building Community unfamiliarity with T24, Part 6 requirements
c) T24 Code too complex (Source: CIAG & WHPA)
As the energy code becomes more complex, it becomes harder for the code users to
keep up with requriements. As a result, users must reference the Standards, and
associated documents (Compliance Manuals, RAs and ACMs) more frequently, using
up more time to verify designs meet Title 24, Part 6 requirements.

Reduce the time it takes for users of the Standards, Compliance Manuals, RAs and
ACMs to look up compliance requirements in the documents.
The Reference Ace tool is meant to help users navigate the Title 24, Part 6 Standards
& associated support documents. It is primarily envisioned to be used by building
department plans examiners, energy consultants, and designers. The 2008 version
of the tool provides electronic navigation of the Residential and Nonresidential
Standards through section, keyword search and hyperlinks. It also has a glossary
function to provide code definitions to more technical words and phrases
encountered by the user. The 2013 version of the tool will include the Standards,
Compliance Manuals and ACMs.
% of PE's time spent looking up code requirements in the Standards, etc. during
their Title 24, Part 6 review. We are looking at cutting this percentage by 25%.

If a PE spends 20% of their time looking up code requirements in the Standards, etc.
during their Title 24, Part 6 review, we'd like to cut that down to 15%.
a) Number of tool online uses (trending) starting at statewide tool launch in Apr
2014
b) Number of tool downloads (trending) starting at statewide tool launch in Apr
2014

*The Gaps/ Best Practices outlined above came from the 2012 Best Practices Study, unless otherwise specified.
Note: the Reference Ace tool was developed under a separate contract, though coordination with building departments and tool launch is
being done through the Best Practices Program.
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TOOL CAPABILITY| The screenshot above shows the tools capability to find pertinent sections of the Standards
based on a users’ key word search of “visible transmittance”. It also shows how the section references can be
hyperlinked, so that a user can go from section to section electronically as needed. In addition, the screenshot
shows how the Reference Ace has glossary function, to provide definitions for technical terms in the Standards.
In addition to navigating via key word search, the Standards Index can be used to navigate the Reference Ace if
the user is familiar with the Standards and knows which section they are looking to reference.
The “2008 version” of the tool for both Residential and Nonresidential Standards is available at
www.energycodeace.com. The “2013 version” of the tool will be available in Q2 of 2014. This tool can be
accessed online through the EDR website, or can be downloaded to a users’ computer.
Improving building performance since 1982
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Installation Ace Tool

Target Users

a) Building Inspectors
b) HERS Raters
c) General Contractors

Gaps/ Best
Practices*

a) Building Community unfamiliar with T24, Part 6 requirements
b) Proper Installation not addressed within T24 Code language

Problem
Statement

Minimal understanding, performing and verifying proper installation of energy
conservation techniques is resulting in a loss of real energy savings for the state.
Installers often encounter language barriers, and limited opportunities for training.
Building Departments & HERs Raters do not have a simple way to visibly show
proper installation techniques on-site during an inspection.

Tool Objective

Short
Description

Improve quality of installation for energy efficiency measures so that designed
energy savings are realized. Provide a consistent minimum standard for quality
installation across the state, and an efficient and cost effective way for Building
Inspectors, HERs Raters and General Contractors to communicate expected
installation techniques to installers.
The Installation Ace provides visuals of proper installation through photographs.
The primary tool includes (2) hard copy field guides (one for Residential, one for
Nonresidential) that BI's or HERS Raters can use on-site to visually show correct
installation techniques to installers. Field guide sheets could also be distributed by
the building department with buildng permits. At time of statewide launch, the
field guides will be supported by an online tool, where updates can be
downloaded.

Primary Metric
(Completed by
BI)

a) Does the general contractor or installer have a copy of the Installation Ace?
b) Did they use it?
c) Was the installation correctly done?
d) After you used the Installation Ace to show the installer the correct installation
techniques, was the installation correct at the next inspection?
e) Did you provide a copy of the Installation Ace to the GC or installer?

Secondary
Metrics

a) Number of tool uses (trending) starting at statewide tool launch in Apr 2014 (Res
& NR)
b) Number of "print" hits by subject page (trending) starting at statewide tool
launch in Apr 2014

*The Gaps/ Best Practices outlined above came from the 2012 Best Practices Study, unless otherwise specified.
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TOOL CAPABILITY| The screenshot below shows an example topic page from the Residential Field Guide. A
similar field guide exists for Nonresidential. These topic pages show example pictures of proper installation
techniques and can be used in the field by BI’s and HERS Raters to show installation techniques, educating the
local construction community and setting expectations at the same time.
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Crack the Code Industry Workshops

Target Users

Gaps/ Best
Practices*

Problem
Statement

Tool Objective

Short
Description

Primary
Metrics
(Completed by
BDs)

Secondary
Metrics

a) Plans Examiners & Building Inspectors
b) Designers/ Energy Consultants
c) General Contractors
d) Trades
a) Community Relationship (BP)
b) Champion Mentality (BP)
c) Lack of focused training
d) Building Community unfamiliarity with T24 requirements
Building departments are resource constrained, and therefore can be re-active as
opposed to pro-active in the local building community when it comes to Title 24,
Part 6. This creates a missed opportunity for building departments to act as local
resources to designers and builders, and to create a two-way dialogue about the
energy code. In addition, building departments often create their own resources
for their localities, contributing to inconsistencies among jurisdictions when
verifying compliance with the energy code.
Build a positive relationship between the building department and their local
building community. Create peer to peer resources locally between building
departments, so they can take advantage of one anothers' expertise, deepen their
own expertise and more consistently verify code compliance. Limit the time
invesment necessary for building departments to provide training to their local
building community.
The Crack the Code Industry Workshop package is a presentation package sent to
building departments, and will include all materials needed for the departments to
conduct the sessions. It is intented that packages will be sent quarterly. It is
primarily envisioned to be presented by building departments to their local
industry, though it is possible for other organizations, such as the CEC, to give the
presentations in localities where the building departments are not able or
comfortable doing so.
a) Did the number of workshop attendees who felt like the building department is a
local resource increase post- workshop? (provided by attendees)
b) What percentage of building departments who gave a Crack the Code Industry
Workshop used another building department as a resource?
c) What percentage of building departments who gave a Crack the Code Industry
Workshop presented the material themselves, how many used SMEs?
d) What percentage of the building departments who gave a Crack the Code
Industry Workshop thought the required preperation time was reasonable?
a) How many jurisdictions signed up to host a workshop?
b) Of those jurisdictions who hosted a workshop, what percentage said they would
host another?
c) What was the average attendance at the workshops?
Improving building performance since 1982
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TOOL CAPABILITY| The Crack the Code Industry Workshop tool provides the following materials to Building
Departments free of charge:


Instructor Guide This guide includes the goals and objectives of the workshop, an agenda with notes for
the presenters, and a task list to assist with logistics leading up to the event.



Marketing Materials An editable PowerPoint file includes materials to market the workshop with
detailed instructions for inserting the date, time and location of the event and how to effectively and
easily distribute the materials for optimal attendance.



Link and Directions for Registration Page Registration for the workshop can be completed and tracked
through the user registration website provided for CRACK THE CODE workshops throughout the state.
This page will be live in January 2014 at www.T24Ace.com



Sign in Sheet A sign in sheet will be generated by the registration website to print and bring the day of
the workshop.



Editable Presentation An editable PowerPoint includes completed slides with presenter notes that may
be customized for the jurisdiction’s unique requirements.



Participant Workbooks Workbooks for participants are ready to print, consisting of :



Post Workshop Survey A survey is included to gather feedback from attendees in the Workbook

The screenshot below is an excerpt from the presentation .ppt, which is provided in an editable format so
building departments can customize if they’d like. An example from the Instructor Guide is on the following
page.
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Fact and Trigger Sheets

2013 Title 24 Part 6 Fact and Trigger Sheets

Target Users

a) Plans Examiners & Building Inspectors
b) Designers/ Energy Consultants
c) General Contractors
d) Utility Program Managers, and third party implementers

Gaps/ Best
Practices*

a) Staff Overloaded
b) Building Community unfamiliarity with T24 requirements

Problem
Statement

Standards users, including Building departments, are becoming discouraged by the
complexity of the energy code. In addition, the vast majority of Standards users are
not energy professionals, and interpretation of the code seems to vary.
Provide quick reference resources to demistify code requirements. Provide
reliable information on Standards triggers statewide, to different industry players,
that is consistent with the Standards Essentials and other training provided by the
IOU Codes and Standards Team.
Trigger sheets are concise reference documents that show which sections of the
Standards are triggered by common measures in table format. Fact sheets are quick
references that provide technical information on measures, in narrative format.
Both are provided in .pdf format at www.energycodeace.com.

Tool Objective

Short
Description
Primary
Metrics
(Completed by
BDs)
Secondary
Metrics

a) Did your understanding of the Standards requirements and/or triggers increase
after using the fact and trigger sheets?

a) How many downloads occurred starting March 2014?
B) Which trigger or fact sheets were downloaded the most?

*The Gaps/ Best Practices outlined above came from the 2012 Best Practices Study, unless otherwise specified.
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TOOL CAPABILITY| Fact and trigger sheets were created to direct Standards users’ to specific sections of the
code that are triggered by or applicable to their project scope. The fact sheets provide additional detail and
reference information. Both fact and trigger sheets were vetted by several subject matter experts, as well as
staff from the CEC’s Standards Implementation team. The following fact and trigger sheets were developed in
2013 and are posted on www.energycodeace.com :
FACTSHEETS
Residential HVAC Change outs
Cool Roofs- Residential Reroofing
Cool Roofs- Nonresidential
Fenestration- Residential
Fenestration- Nonres (focus on site built)
Lighting- Residential
Lighting- Nonresidential Mandatory Controls
Daylighting & Daylighting Controls- Nonres
Lighting Controls for Credit- Nonresidential

TRIGGER SHEETS
Residential HVAC Change outs
Small Commercial HVAC Change outs
Fenestration- Nonres (focus on site built)
Interior Lighting Alterations- Nonresidential
Exterior Lighting- Nonresidential
Lighting Controls- Nonresidential
HVAC Controls- Nonresidential
Refrigeration

Below is a screenshot of a trigger sheet:
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Below is a screenshot of a fact sheet:

Compliance Improvement Advisory Group (CIAG)
The tools and resources developed under the Best Practices Program in 2013 have been influenced by the
discussions and findings of the CIAG. This group, which includes a wide variety of market actors in the
compliance supply chain, meets quarterly to discuss compliance issues and explore possible solutions.
The Best Practices Program is one of the avenues used by the Codes and Standards team to implement the
suggestions that result from this valuable advisory group.
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Looking Ahead
2014| Activities completed in 2013 were primarily preparation for the statewide launch of the Best Practices
tools during 2014. Even though the Standards implementation date has been delayed until July, the schedule
for the launch of these tools will remain the same, giving building departments ample time to learn to use the
tools.
There are two target launch periods, the first in January and the second in April. The high level schedule below
shows which tools will be launched during these two target periods.

2014
Jan
"2013 version" of Forms Ace goes live for statewide launch
QII Crack the Code Industry Workshop goes live for statewide launch
Installation Ace soft launches with partner building departments

Feb

Mar
Attend ICC Chapter meetings to launch Forms Ace & Crack the Code
Provide support to building departments who want to use the tools
Facilitate metric tracking at building departments who use the tools

Apr
"2013 version" of Reference Ace goes live for statewide launch
Installation Ace goes live for statewide launch
Contact building department users about Reference and Installation Ace

May

Jun

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Provide support to building departments who want to use the tools
Facilitate metric tracking at building departments who use the tools

Dec
Draft 2014 Report and plan for next phase of Program
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BEYOND 2014| In addition to the activities planned for 2014 listed above, the Best Practices Program team will
establish relationships during the launch of the tools with building department tool users and other industry
users as appropriate. These relationships will expand the feedback and guidance that the team currently
receives from our partner jurisdictions, the CIAG and the CEC. This will be an important component in shaping
the future of the Best Practices Program.
Based on current discussions, past research and changes due to the 2013 code update, there are many more
tools and resources needed to aid in compliance improvement. In addition, working directly with the tool users
will allow the Best Practices team to understand and communicate roadblocks to the CEC’s Standards
Implementation team, as well as their code development team. This two-way communication could result in the
strategic elimination of compliance roadblocks as a part of the code update cycle.
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